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- average U.S. labour cest into the product, as a percentage of the cet 
sales dollar, is tb8 per cent of the Canadian average ra tio  and U.S. 
material cost is 80 per cent of Canada's ratio. 

- this very competitive U.S. cost structure results in a fully competitive 

price lovel for export purposes. 
- the competitive level of U.S. prices in proximity to the Ontario and 

Quebec major Canadian regional markets, can and dime influence Canadian 

pricing in Ontario and Quebec. 

- the former high rate of erowth has been replaced by a sharp/y  Louer rate 
but Le  still closely tied  ro performance of the economy. 

- the capacity developed in anticipation of continued growth at  chat 

 earlier rate remains in ?lace and constitutes a chronic'overcapacity 

problem that has been aggravated by the proliferation of sheet pleats in 

the decade  ro date. 

S) "rechnological Factors  

in general in the basic technologiinstalled 7Ia-plant', the Canadian 

and U.S. operations are comparable. 

in a combined application of industrial engineering and capital 

investment, U.S. producers have steadily improved Labour usage 

efficiency vis-à-vis their Canadian counterpart. 

the U.S. producers are moving heavily into new cerrugacor technology at 

a much Easter rate  chan  Canadian producers. 

new graphics-reIated technology is in place in cha U.S. in numbers, but 

only medest Canadian capacity will ba in place in late 85. 

each technology is expensive.tn its own right and only very few Canadian 

coepaeies cau afford to acquire either oc both, at this  c ime. 
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n) Other Factors  

- in general 311 MAjOL production equipment is sourced in the U.S. or 

offshore and, priced generally in U.S. funds, le relatively more costly 

for Canadian than U.S. buyers. 
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- the segment is aansitive to the performance oi the Canadian economy and 

as the economy goes so goes the demand for the container. 

3. êederal and Provincial Programs and Policies  

- because of the chronic overcapacity condition moat IRDP applications 

have been rejected, especially in :he Ontario/Quebec region. 
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